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Orgonite and geopathic stress 

Orgonite and dowsing 

• Orgonite is a valuable tooi in relieving geopathic stress 

• Orgonite other than mere copper rods or other traditional tools transmutes negative  

energy lines and infuses them with positive energy 

• Orgonite earth pipes are the most effective tooi in adressing negative energy lines. 

These are the observations of our friend Tino Puthego: 

Orgonite on geopathic stress lines 

"After gifting a few thousand orgonite TBs, some near cell towers, others to people that invariably 

went into minor detoxes, l learnt how to dowse using angle rods from a reputed water dowser. 

Took me a day. l then studied geopathic stress and found l could easily dowse for it, all types 

including Hartmann, Curry, and other lines. l found that lines that gave off DOR could easily be 

turned to POR by placing even a single TB on them. 

The thicker Curry lines did not respond to this treatment. Sometimes 3 TBS in a triangle did 

it....sometirnes 6, bilt what worked every single time was an earthpipe....even a single one! The 

dowsers and geomancers that didn't know orgonite taught me to jump lines using copper pipes, 

and this gave me the idea to try EPs. l have so far found this to be the most powerful technique. 

People feel dizzy for hours after l bust the geostress in their yards, followed by clear detox 

symptoms. What is interesting is the relationship between geopathic stress and orgone. No one 

seems to know for sure what is going on. This is what most experts agree on though; Certain 

animals like cats, owls, ants, most medicinal herbs, flourish on geopathic stress. Bees even 

increase their prodliction of honey by a third. Oak trees prefer growing there, and bark from them 

to make cork floor tiles protects a bed from geostress. A pattern should be clear from 

this...especially that medicinal herbs grow on geostress...!  

Orgonite placed in beehives also enhances honey production by a similar factor...does this mean 

orgonite induces geopathic stress? Is DOR geopathic stress? l have found lines of geopathic stress 

producing DOR, but not always. l think what's going on is that some animals and plants have 

learnt to transmute the DOR to POR....and since DOR is in a way accumulated orgone...i.e. it is 

restricted.-transmuting it is an easy way to make concentrated POR..sirnilar to what Karl Welz 

says.lhat hè rnakes positive orgone from DOR. 

When l introduced orgonite to the water dowsers that taught me, they were quite shocked at its 

power to transmute lines. Previously they had just jumped the lines not transmute them to 

positive. They told me that almost all very sick people are usually sleeping on bad lines. l have 

since confirmed this by checking on my old patients, some even cancer ones. Oh., l never 

mentioned that health and alternative healing are hobbies of mine...and l have interacted with 

hundreds of patients...several on their death beds. For every claimed cure for illness, be it 

alternative or orthodox, from zappers to diet to cleanses to oxygen to shaman therapies, l can 

show you an exception both ways. If we use a thorough clean-the-whole-body approach like 

DrClark tried to do, we see a quick reduction of symptoms, but if the patients environment has 

toxins or there is severe geopathic stress the illness returns. 

If the geostress is very heavy, even zapping continuously for a year doesn't help that much. If 

there is severe emotional 'armour' and emotional plague....afterthe most effective cure, the 
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patiënt makes themselves sick again a few years down the line. Some are cured completely by a 

single TB. Since l followed up patients up to 5 years later, l was always confused at the long term 

results...after l studied Reich's work extensively it made much more sense. l have heard of 

chemotherapy success after removal of severe geopathic stress, much as we discourage chemo. 

This is why l realize now that l actually do not know much about anything, and that it is not worth 

arguing with people about things one doesn't understand fully. If we discussed how to land an 

aeroplane in a crosswind though, here l can stand my ground. Disease and illness seems to be the 

result of very many factors that can differ frorn person to person. If one reduces a few, one regains 

some of their health back. Like l was taught by my ninjutsu master whilst an Uni, the 

enlightenment of a healer may be to discover that actually they could never heal anyone, only the 

patiënt can heal themselves. For now as l dowse for geopathic stress, earthpipes are rny most 

potent ammunition. 

Note that many celltowers seem to be on stress lines....usually it's the so called Benker ones...that 

are easily polluted by electromagnetism. Some lines can even be polluted by a bitter argument 

though. When we asked a worker for one of the cel l companies here how they decided to site a 

tower exactly where it ended and not ten metres away...he responded by saying there was a 

"machine from France that shows (us) exactly where to put it for maximum effect". 

Quite interesting. 

This would suggest that gifting a celltower randornnly may be enough to transmute the DOR 

coming from its antennae, but may be inadequate to correct the polluted lines it touches. It seems 

we have to place the orgonite exactly on the geostress line for it to be transmuted. l had this at my 

house...lines that l found 3 years later with orgonite a few metres from them, untouched, until l 

earthpiped them exactly, then things moved. On the other hand it would appear that geopathic 

stress is also necessaryjf medicinal herbs need it to grow. Tricky."  

Tino Phuthego (Caborone, Botswana!) 

 


